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Scene Time Location Mood Motivation

Prologue 6:00 AM Einstein's office, Speichergasse quiet dim light; shadowy and soft 

object; light seeps; in time, 

objects emerge from night; 

sometimes cannot tell 

whether awake or asleep

Dream 1 14 April, 1905 hospital on Gerberngasse, stricken, bleak time is a circle

Dream 2 16 April, 1905, 

afternoon

apothecary on Spitalgasse like waiting on 

the edge of a 

precipice 

flow of water, ghost, inert gas

Dream 3 19 April, 1905 

OR cold 

morning in 

November, first 

snowfall

Kramgasse and Zahringer 

fountain, woman's house in 

Fribourg

wistful snow below balcony, "feels 

empty", volatility, time has 

three dimensions

Dream 4 26 April, 1904 mountains, high places, Dom, 

the Matterhorn, Monte Rosa,

hasty, anxious haste at upper altitudes, 

lower city-dwellers "cannot 

tell you if it is Monday or 

Thursday" 

Dream 5 4 May, 1905, 

evening

Hotel San Moritz disciplined, 

controlled

not sunny that day, "time 

moves barely at all"

Dream 6 up to 26 

September, 

1907, daytime 

usually 

Berne peaceful, 

patient

swirl with laughter; purple 

gentian catches the light and 

glows for a moment; through 

forest, Aare reflects sunlight, 

bends light with ripple of skin; 

to east, St. Vincent's tower 

red and fragile; Alps are snow-

tipped, blending white and 

purple

Dream 7 10 May, 1905, 

late afternoon

Alps regret, 

everyone is 

lonely

sun is nestled in snowy 

hollow; "sticky" texture of 

time; for other woman, young 

and smiling and bright while 

son stands in the night

Interlude: The Old 

Ones

"real time" coffee shop? There's coffee 

somewhere

faraway, 

pensive

staring at galaxies, space 

through the Alps

Dream 8 12 May, 1905 cities speedy all is in motion; streets are 

ablaze with light at night

Dream 9 14 May, 1905 centre of time still, passionate time stands still, soft pink 

glow on cheeks, lovers kissing 

in the shadows of buildings, 

Dream 10 2 June, 1905 peach tree, gravesite? unexpected backwards time, pink 

blossoms and pink cheeks
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Dream 11 9 June, 1905 city conflicted, 

frustrated, 

unfulfilled

millions of … have yielded 

none

Interlude: Rocking 

the Boat 

"real time", 

daytime 

probably

smack in the middle of the 

Aare

dreamy, not 

present

shapes in clouds

Dream 12 15 June, 1905 polytechnic in Zurich, small 

library with window; Berne

distant, 

hesitant, 

uncertain

time is visible dimension, 

future is cold and uncertain 

but current "warm fire" 

Dream 13 16 June, 1905 projection of images

Dream 14 17 June, 1905, 

Tuesday 

morning, early 

enough for 

streetlamps to 

still be on

Berne streets disjointed, 

nervous, unsure

time is not continuous, seems 

continuous from distance but 

disjointed close up, slight 

displacements, lovers beneath 

street lamp, dim thought 

appears

Dream 15 18 June, 1905 cathedral in centre of Rome, 

Temple of Time, Great Clock

trapped, 

oppressed, 

enslaved

huge config of metal and 

glass, massive bronze 

pendulum glints in 

candlelight; before, slow 

sweep of stars, arc of sun, wax 

and wane of moon

Dream 16 25 June, 1905 room with violin troubled time is like light between two 

mirrors, bounces back and 

forth, countless hours; 

thoughts grow dimmer

Dream 17 28 June, 1905, 

early afternoon

picnic on bank of Aare longing flock of bird darts overhead, 

time moves slowly for 

children, darts by for elders, 

jumps and flies beyond reach

Epilogue 8:00 AM Einstein's office, Speichergasse empty outside window, town is 

awake, feels empty, stares 

without interest at Alps


